Senior Trader, Denmark
Are you an experienced Trader who would like to develop a rewarding career in a global
organisation with a strong entrepreneurial spirit? At a professional workplace as well as a learning
and social playground where you have the potential to influence the direction of the company with
your ideas and aspirations?
If so, we would love to set sail with you on an exciting journey together!
Monjasa as a workplace and playground
We enjoy setting high industry standards and being at the forefront of developments. “Monjasa
means personal business” is a headline to our corporate purpose and acts as a lighthouse for our
business. We aim to inspire our business partners and become first choice by challenging status
quo with our original solutions. You will also find that we live and breathe our values of Respect,
Ambition, Curiosity and Smile & Joy. They anchor in how we engage with fellow colleagues as well
as business partners.
We believe that by empowering you to take charge of your career and development, you will
maximise your potential and bring your best selves to work and life. This means that we offer a
fantastic work environment with a strong focus on our wellbeing. We provide state-of-the-art
facilities, great perks and awesome social networks. Our dedication to continuous learning is
manifested in our Monjasa Academy which provides a structured approach to a host of learning
opportunities for us to develop both on a professional and personal level. We also have a clear
focus on providing honest and timely feedback to each other.
We operate in nine different countries globally and come from vastly diverse backgrounds. Yet we
are united by our purpose, values and our mantra on ‘Monjasa in every port’. Whether you are
based in Singapore, Denmark, Dubai or Panama, you will experience a seamless hallmark Monjasa
quality stamp in how we work and operate.
Your role at Monjasa
As a Senior Trader, you will be part of our main engine that propels the Monjasa business. You add
value to the supply chain that facilitates global trade by seeking original solutions for our business
partners. Equipped with the right skillsets, knowledge and expertise, you will influence the direction
of Monjasa and support in solidifying our strong position in the market as both a physical supplier
as well as our back-to-back trading activities. You are on a constant lookout for new business
opportunities and to solidify current business.
When it comes to your career, you are at the driver’s seat free to explore and seize the unique
opportunities in the vast ocean that you and Monjasa are sailing together.
About you
●

Solid experience with proven results in bunker trading/shipping

●

Fluent in both verbal and written English; any foreign language is a plus

●

Proficient in ERP systems such as Microsoft Dynamics NAV, or at least eager to learn

●

Natural flair for sales and enjoy networking with business prospects and partners

●

Pragmatic approach to problem solving; seek to ‘connect the dots’

●

Value the importance of good teamwork

●

Understand and respect all functions involved in running our business

●

Identify clearly with Monjasa’s values

Application
If you think we are a good fit for each other, do reach out to Senior HR Business Partner, Christina
Dyrvig at cdn@monjasa.com or +45 24440543.
Monjasa at a glance
Monjasa is a leading global partner in the oil and shipping industries. Our core business includes
trading and supplying marine fuels and ship owning activities on a global level. We are
characterised by a strong entrepreneurial spirit and have experienced strong developments since
our start in 2002. Financially, Monjasa is recognised as a robust business partner and total revenue
reached USD 2.0 billion in 2020 - or equivalent to 4.9 million tonnes of marine fuels supplied. The
fleet currently consists of some 20 tankers and operations and offices are certified according to ISO
9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 and ISO 50001.

Deadline:

Office:
Copenhagen or Fredericia,
Denmark
Webpage:
https://www.google.dk/

The Monjasa Group also includes offshore shipowning company CBED and IT consultancy,
RelateIT.

